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These faux fur rugs are the
purr-fect way to brighten a room. 

Fauxchét®

easyloop
®

https://www.facebook.com/fauxshionista
http://www.pinterest.com/fauxchet/easyloop-fauxch%C3%A9t-patterns/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC69TRurkgFkQ_V0--_MfjtA
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FINISHED SIZE: 14" x 14" (each rug)
YARN:  42 oz. worsted weight yarn (6 rugs)
(6 oz. each of color A, B, C, D, E, F and G)  
A  white, B  pink, C  green, D black, E  tan, 
F orange, G  blue 
CANVAS: 1 piece of 14" x 14" latch hook 
canvas or non-slip rug pad (trimmed to 
size). One 14" x  14" piece makes one rug.
STITCHES USED: SINGLE FAUXCHET® 
EDGE STITCH; LOOP STITCH SURFACE 
STITCH.
STITCH PATTERN: ANIMAL 
PRINTS.

FAUX FUR RUG #1
EDGE STITCH (COLOR D)
With yarn color D, single                                 
fauxchet® stitch around the  
edges of the canvas (wrong    
side facing).
 SURFACE STITCH (COLOR A)
Turn canvas over to right side up.
Starting in left hand corner of    
the canvas and following section  
A of chart, with yarn A,          
loop stitch back and forth         
across the rows.

SURFACE STITCH (COLOR D)
Following section D of chart,  
with yarn D, loop stitch back  
and forth across the rows.
Continue with colors A and D              
following the color chart until              
all holes are filled. End work with  
1 extra stitch into the last stitch.

FINISHING
Cut yarn and weave loose ends in. v 

CHARTS:             
Following the animal print charts and                       

instructions as a guide, single fauxchet® 
edge stitch around the canvas edges first, 

then loop stitch on the surface of the canvas.
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(A) WHITE (D) BLACKRUG #1
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FAUX FUR RUG #2
EDGE STITCH (COLOR D)
With yarn color D, single                         
fauxchet® stitch around the     
edges of the canvas (wrong         
side facing).

SURFACE STITCH (COLOR C)
Turn canvas over to right side up.
Starting in left hand corner of                 
the canvas and following section         
C of chart, with yarn C,                  
loop stitch back and forth                     
across the rows.

SURFACE STITCH (COLOR D)
Following section D of chart,    
with yarn D, loop stitch back    
and forth across the rows.
Continue with colors C and D    
following the color chart                               
until all holes are filled.                            
End work with 1 extra chain           
stitch into the last stitch.

FINISHING
Cut yarn and weave loose ends in. v

FAUX FUR RUG #3
(COLORS D AND E)
Following the same procedure as 
in rugs 1 and 2 stitch the edges 
and then the surface of the             
canvas using yarn colors                            
D and E.

FINISHING
Cut yarn and weave loose ends in. v

(C) GREEN (D) BLACKRUG #2

(E) TAN (D) BLACKRUG #3



FAUX FUR RUG #4 (D AND G)
Following the same chart and 
procedure as rug 1 stitch the 
edges and then the surface of 
the canvas using yarn colors D 
and G.
FINISHING
Cut yarn and weave loose ends in. v

FAUX FUR RUG #5 (D AND B)
Following the same procedure 
as previous rugs, stitch the 
edges and then the surface of 
the canvas using yarn colors              
D and B.
FINISHING
Cut yarn and weave loose ends in. v

FAUX FUR RUG #6 (D AND F)
Following the same procedure 
as previous rugs, stitch the 
edges and then the surface of 
the canvas using yarn colors D 
and F.
FINISHING
Cut yarn and weave loose ends in. v

(B) PINK (D) BLACK

(F) ORANGE (D) BLACK

(G) BLUE (D) BLACK

RUG #4

RUG #5

RUG #6
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